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Introduction

Message from the Chief Director Library and
Information Service
The past two years have been characterised by
both challenges and opportunities, many of which
resulted from the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic.
Building on lessons learnt in 2020, the Library and
Information Service approached 2021 with a lot of
zeal and vigour, bolstered by the successes of the
previous year. As usual, year 2021 was preceded
by a planning workshop which took place at the
end of 2020. The outcome of the planning session
was a full department operational plan for the
new year, in support of the University’s TeachingLearning and Community Engagement goals. After
the successful conclusion of the previous five-year
plan, the new LIS strategy for 2021 – 2025 required
careful thought and cooperation. The success of
the previous plan was affirmed by a peer review
panel at the end of 2021. The panel comprised
national and international peer reviewers, and
concluded that the 2015 – 2020 LIS strategy “had
succeeded in producing a unitary library system
and an organisational structure to deliver on the
university strategy”. This was a clear affirmation
of the LIS’s hard work over the past five years.
With specific reference to the successes of 2021,
the LIS did extremely well in further reinforcing
the physical and virtual provision of print and
electronic resources in support of the University’s
dual modality of Teaching and Learning. Users in
various years of study and work were trained to find
and use information in an ethical and legal manner.

Our catalogue of research
services increased and the
area remains one of our
growth points.
Another major highlight of the year was the
appointment of a dedicated director for research
and open scholarship services in the LIS environment.
In this modern era of open science, researchers are
becoming more reliant on LIS support to maintain
the pace. Fortunately, the appointment of a director
for open scholarship came soon after the filling of
some vacancies in the LIS research services, and

Dr Mathew Moyo
this resulted in the presentation of a number of
research training workshops, preceded by adequate
marketing of such workshops. Our catalogue of
research services increased and the area remains
one of our growth points. In addition, the successful
filling of LIS vacant positions – some of which
dated back to 2019 – ensured that the LIS could
return to full capacity. The identified LIS strategic
priority areas for the next five years to 2025, as
detailed in this report, seek to ensure that the
LIS remains closely aligned with the core business
of the institution and remains at the forefront of
innovation, as we navigate the fourth industrial
revolution. On a low note, the transition to online
services posed its own set of challenges, as user
statistics of even online resources such as eBooks
dropped during the year under review. However,
2021’s figures compared positively to that of 2020,
although not to pre-Covid levels. On the project
side, the completion of the Learning Commons in
the library on Mahikeng Campus marked another
major milestone of the LIS accomplishments in 2021.
This project was succeeded by the renovation of the
education library where at the time of writing this
report, construction work had just commenced. We
are looking forward to the successful completion
of this project, as well as the achievement of our
operational plan for 2022.
Please continue to the rest of our annual report,
which further details the unfolding of 2021.
Dr Mathew Moyo
Chief Director: LIS
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Introduction

LIS Strategy plan 2021 - 2025
The Library and Information Service (LIS) developed
the strategic priority areas for the next five years
on the basis of the NWU Strategy 2021 - 2025.
This follows the successful execution of the LIS’
first integrated strategic plan for 2015 to 2020,
as corroborated by a panel of peer reviewers in
October 2021.

first integrated strategic plan had focused on
repositioning the libraries across campuses as
important contributors to teaching, learning and
research. The current 2021 – 2025 strategy takes
the LIS and the University to the next level. Areas
of major focus in the current strategy include the
enablement and dissemination of NWU research to
the entire world, as well as ensuring that library
users at all levels of study and work are adequately
empowered in terms of skills required to navigate a
21st-century library and information service.

In line with the University’s strategy statement,
“to transform and position the NWU as a unitary
institution of superior academic excellence,
with a commitment to social justice”, the LIS’

Strategic priority areas

1

2

Acquire
&
Curate

3

Inform, Educate
&
Communicate

5

Encourage
&
Empower

Innovate
&
Integrate

4

LIS
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&
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6
Engage
&
Posistion

Feedback on the activities of 2021 will be provided in line with the strategic priority areas.
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1 Acquire and Curate
The LIS is committed to developing balanced information resources and services to fulfil
academic expectations of diverse user communities in discovery of knowledge sources. A
sound and relevant collection of information resources stimulates success in all academic
endeavours.

1.1

Augmentation of library
collections

1.2

1.1.1

Expenditure

To enhance the discoverability and improve
accessibility of our resources, the following projects
were undertaken.

The financial resources were utilised in a most
effective manner, ensuring that best practices
are observed and in harmony with the legislative
framework in place. By end of November, at least 97%
of the information resources budget had been spent.
All invoices were processed for payment as soon as
they were received to ensure that all subscriptions
remained active and available to our patrons. All
faculties utilised their funds well to source print
and e-resources based on their needs and priorities.
With service delivery shifting from physical to online
or digital, the budget for print resources decreased
by 30% while that of e-resources increased by 70%
to accommodate the shift in balance. Acquisitions
and ERM Librarians investigated online platforms
offering e-textbooks, which lead to the discovery
of Snapplify and VitalSource. E-textbooks were
purchased from Snapplify.
As depicted in the table below, 2998 books and 935
ebooks were purchased in 2021.

2 998
Books
E-Books
Total

935
2998
935

1.2.1

Discoverability of
collections

Electronic journal packages

Cataloguing and quality control of 13 913 titles
within journal packages such as Springer, EBSCO,
Cambridge and JSTOR were carried out.

1.2.2

White Papers for the SAWHAR
collection

In 2015, the cataloguing section received white
papers from the South African Water History Archival
Repository (SAWHAR), housed them in the library on
the Vanderbijlpark Campus, and never had time to
attend to it. Eventually, the project of cataloguing
308 white papers was completed in 2021. Shelf
numbers were prepared and the collection was
returned to the Vanderbijlpark Campus.

1.2.3

Music Library

The Music Library still uses the 18th edition of
the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system,
while the rest of the world is using edition 23. The
reason for this has always been that the lecturers
preferred it this way. They know the classification
system and do not want to struggle to find the
information if it changes. However, the old system
must be upgraded, as it adds to the workload of
the cataloguers. With each resource added to the
Music Library, the backlog increases. The records
imported from OCLC already comply with the
proposed Dewey system and cataloguing librarians
are identifying call numbers to be changed.

3933
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1.2.4

Theses and dissertations

1.2.5

Hard copies of theses from previous graduations
have been cut loose by the bindery and digitised
by Library Systems. They have been catalogued
and is visible on Boloka (Institutional Repository).
The digitisation of old theses and cataloguing of
e-theses is an ongoing project.

1.3

Reclamation project

This project has been completed. During the
reclamation process, the LIS records were matched
in WorldCat to bring our holdings up to date.

1.2.6

CTL prescribed textbook project

Two senior librarians have been nominated to
represent the LIS in meetings with CTL. This
collaboration has led to the mapping of a process
flow for prescribed materials (academic textbooks).

Cataloguing summary of all items

Cataloguing summary

Potchefstroom

Mahikeng

Total 2021

Orders received in 2021

2092

914

3006

Acquisitions catalogued (printed items)

2409

1461

3870

502

236

738

61

535

596

693

792

1485

Print items catalogued

4645

2105

6750

Donations catalogued

2129

121

2250

E-resources catalogued

13913

5348

19261

ProQuest ebrary subscription additions

27087

-

27087

Records upgraded / Quality control

14551

44522

59073

Acquisitions catalogued (electronic resources – not e-book packages)
Theses & Dissertations catalogued (printed)
Theses & Dissertations catalogued (electronic)

1.4

Generation of user
analytics

This might have contributed to lower eBook usage
statistics.
1.4.1.1 Searches

1.4.1

Resource usage

Although the number of searches decreased, the
number of full-text article downloads increased.

Although LIS had been increasing its supply of
ebooks, the demand slowed in 2021. A possible
reason is that lecturers are supplying resources to
students on eFundi. Hence, students do not have
to do the research themselves. However, changing
the authentication system created challenges
and frustration for both patrons and librarians, as
they struggled at times to access EBook Central.

Searches in 2020

Searches in 2021

44 780 213

42 574 801

The effect of COVID in 2020 greatly increased
searches on subscribed databases. This reverted to
the normal growth trend in 2021.

Searches
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Even though searches increased in 2020 and
decreased again in 2021, there was still a general
increase in full-text downloads. It is encouraging to
see that expensive resources are being utilised.

1.4.1.2 Full-text downloads
Downloads in 2020

Downloads in 2021

2 807 911

2 883 941

Full-text downloads

6 000 000
4 000 000
2 000 000
0
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May
2020

1.5

Explore new revenue
generation measure

1.5.1

Bindery

The Bindery was active with 4984 items handled.
Although the binding of dissertations and theses

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2021

decreased, the bindery was cutting and rebinding
theses and dissertations for the digitisation process.
As Bindery services must be optimised to generate
a third-stream income, LIS staff consulted the NWU
Branding Office on a number of ideas to maximise
its operations and production.
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2 Innovate and Integrate
The Library and Information Service aims to provide integrated library systems and
infrastructure configured for the preferences of the next generation user to support
teaching, learning and research.

2.1

Integrating technology
for seamless systems
operations

2.1.1

Library website

The website is one of the most important tools for
client communication. There were no significant
downtime periods during the 2021 academic year.
In 2021, the LIS website was visited 1 127 226 times.
These numbers prove that the website is an effective
tool to exchange information and communicate
with users.

2.1.2

Library Support Systems

Library support systems are the critical part of the
Library and Information Service ecosystem. It is
very important to ensure that the systems perform
at optimum level with close to zero downtime.
Hence, systems staff ensure that all library support
systems are up to date.
The LIS continuously upgrades systems to
• Improve performance and stability
• Improve systems security
• Experience new features

The LIS website was visited
1 127 226 times.

Library Website Views
1456757

1097840

UPDATE...

1127226

1 500 000

The following systems were upgraded to reap the
benefits of the latest versions:
• Sierra Library Management System
• Open Journal System (OJS)
• EZProxy
• The self-checkout systems at all three campus
libraries.

1 000 000

500 000

0
2019

2020

2021

As depicted in the graph, website views during the
pandemic were very high when compared to 2021.
The gap in numbers between 2019 and 2021 is not
alarming when considering the fact that libraries were
fully open and users had access to internet-connected
computers before Covid. Visits in 2021 were higher
than in 2020, which may point to the fact that users
adjusted to the initial pandemic challenges.

NWU Library and Information Service

2.1.3

Social Media

Facebook is one of the most effective social media
tools used by the LIS to communicate directly with
our target users. In 2021, 22 390 users interacted
with the NWU LIS Facebook: 396 joined the page and
425 people unsubscribed from the page. This might
be students who completed their studies or left the
institution. The LIS plans to activate Instagram in
2022, as it seems to be quite popular amongst the
younger generation.

Innovate and Integrate

2.2

Enhance e-resources
authentication and IT
security awareness

still use eFundi as source of information. Articles and
training material are uploaded on eFundi, bypassing
LibGuides. More awareness programmes and training
are needed to improve the use of the tool.

2.2.1

Off-campus e-resource access

2.4

Implementing intelligent
technologies

2.4.1

Strategic Projects

All online library resources are available and
accessible to off-campus students via the EZProxy
server. EZProxy authenticates and controls access
to e-resources. This ensures a secure, auditable
way to navigate the library’s e-resource platform.
As depicted in the table, 877 856 visitors connected
to e-resources off campus in 2021.
Year

2019

Total Page Views

2020

2021

20 215 395

22 180 760

20 985 254

230 666

272 975

290 666

734 486

992 773

877 856

Total Unique

The LIS adopted strategic projects that sought to:
• Redesign and reshape services
• Optimise processes and create new opportunities,
solutions, and quality stakeholder experiences
• Support the NWU digital strategy by means of
purposeful development of new e-services and
improved technology in the library.

IP addresse
Total Visitors

There was a slight decrease in off-campus visitors
during 2021 compared to 2020, and a slight increase
compared to 2019, as shown in the graph below.
The catalysts of the decrease in numbers were the
slight opening of the economy from lockdown level
5 to level 1 for the most part of the year.

2.3

Enhancing discoverability

2.3.1

LibGuides
LibGuides Views in 2021
201100

395297

385893

Image source: google

400 000
350 000

2.4.1.1 E-resource Authentication

300 000
250 000
200 000
150 000
100 000
50 000
0
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2020

2021

LibGuides is used to curate knowledge and share
information according to subject. The views in
2021 was 385 893, which is lower than in 2020 but
higher than 2019. The decrease in numbers might be
influenced by the fact that students and lecturers

The project started in April 2021. Library Systems
and NWU IT used internal resources to execute the
project. Single sign on (SSO) authentication (CAS)
was implemented in located proxy server EZProxy, a
server that gave access to databases and e-resources
to off-campus users. Previously, students had to be
manually added to the system to obtain access to
e-resources. Implementation of SSO authentication
means that staff and students immediately obtain
access to resources with no need to be manually
registered. Migrating to SSO authentication means
secure and auditable access to e-resources.
The project was completed and rolled out in
October 2021.
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2.4.1.2 Robotics and Chatbot Project
The project started in April 2021. Thorough
investigations were conducted and external vendors
were invited to present their chatbots and physical
robot products. Quotations were received and
demonstrations provided. Engagement took place
with NWU Electrical, Electronic and Computer
Engineering with the idea of working together
internally to develop a chatbot and physical robot.
After robust engagements with the key stakeholders,
a decision was made to develop the tools in-house.

External vendors were invited to present
demonstrations of EBSCO Folio, ProQuest’s Alma,
and OCLC WorldShare library systems. Prices were
received. The project will continue into 2022.
Focus group engagements will be conducted to
further understand the needs of users and clients.
Benchmarking with other universities will also be
conducted. The anticipated date of completion is
end of 2022.

Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering
will develop the tools and the idea is to buy robot
components and assemble a robot in-house. The
Project was registered and approved by NWU IT
Services. In consultation, they will guide and provide
a framework for the execution of the project. The
project was presented at the International Symposium
on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Libraries
and the Education Sector, organised by the University
of Pretoria. Full blog report is available.
In 2022, a project team will compile a memorandum
of understanding with Electrical, Electronic and
Computer Engineering and development, testing
and deployment will commence in 2022. The
anticipated project completion date is end of 2022.
2.4.1.3 Library Management System

2.4.1.4 Miscellaneous Projects

The project commenced in April 2021, and the
project team embarked on robust investigation and
engagements with the users. The LIS envisioned a
secure and interoperable next-generation system
for users and clients. It was necessary to understand
the pros and cons of the current system and to
understand the ideal system.

• DMPTool - Single Sign-On authentication was
integrated with DMPTool. Users use CAS to log in.
• LibCal Integration - LibCal was integrated with
MS Teams for calendar tasks.
• SIERRA Integration - Sierra integration project
that was completed in 2020 was revisited
because there were issues of duplicate data and

NWU Library and Information Service

Innovate and Integrate

incorrect information. The project team led by
IT reviewed the system and formulated a plan to
resolve the issues. This resumed in October 2021
and will be completed in February 2022.
• Self-Submission: Boloka Institutional Repository
 Self-Submission project started in July 2021.
 The idea is to have a feature in the
institutional repository for users to be able
to submit ETDs directly to Boloka. Currently,
users dump ETDs on the R drive and the IR
administrator uploads them to Boloka.
 The implementation phase of the project
was completed in September and presented
to the Open Scholarship team for review and
comments.
 The project will continue into 2022 for
refinement, testing and roll-out.

2.4.2

Training

Training programmes were conducted for staff and
students by Library Systems staff. These training
sessions were conducted to ensure that users could
competently use the systems. The benefits of the
training included improved relationships between
LIS and its stakeholders.
Number of Staff / Researchers
ORCiD

222

Sierra

16

Springshare

27

FigShare

166

Boloka

111

Google Forms

36
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3 Inform, Educate and Communicate
The NWU LIS is committed to ensuring strategic collaboration, expand and strengthen our
support for teaching and learning, and to create an environment that connects users with
the information they need to build knowledge.

Information and Learning Services (ILS) changed
and constantly reviewed services in response to the
changing conditions and restrictions of Covid-19.
Remote services and online resources underpinned a
blend of zero-contact and in-person services, which
enabled controlled access to physical libraries
and physical collections in as far as was safe and
possible. Therefore, the LIS continued to serve as a
vital virtual and physical space, connecting clients
with information resources and services.

3.1
3.1.1

Provide information
literacy
First-year orientation

The NWU scheduled a virtual first-year orientation
and a new, narrated PowerPoint presentation was
developed and shared on the programme. A video,
Welcome First-years, was part of the programme
and portrayed LIS services and facilities at all
campus libraries.

times by the 600 students registered for the modules. It
was a challenge to obtain the statistics of the videos and
PowerPoint presentations that were shared to lecturers
for placement on Efundi, as faculty librarians rely on
lecturers to supply these statistics. Although it is a very
effective way to reach large numbers of undergraduate
students, these videos and presentations should be
made available on the LibGuides.
Basic IL Training
Presented
Undergraduate
Student Attendance
ALDE Attendance
TOTAL

3.1.3

2019

2020

2021

13662

6241

7232

1484

603

1050

15146

6844

8282

Advanced information literacy

Advanced information literacy included numerous
training programmes facilitated through the online
calendar on the LIS webpage. Faculty librarians also
provided links to training videos and manuals to
assist students with the optimal use of the Library’s
information sources and tools.
Topics like finding books/eBooks, search strategies,
databases, referencing, plagiarism and copyright.
Adhering to copyright laws is critical to ensure
ethical use of information resources.
IL Training
Presented

3.1.2

Basic information literacy

The newly appointed Librarian: Undergraduate Support
reached out to ALDA/ALDE lecturers in May and
scheduled virtual training sessions. Students registered
for the sessions, but did not always attend, which
means that the expected numbers were not reached.
Videos were created and posted on Efundi for first-year
Education students. The videos were watched over 800

NWU Library and Information Service

2019

2020

2021

4th Year/ Honours
Attendance

3149

2086

953

Postgraduate
Student Attendance

2647

2544

3064

Researchers
Attendance

236

524

1283

Academic Staff
Attendance

166

389

653

21429

12602

14408

TOTAL

Inform, Educate and Communicate

3.2

Foster positive
experiences for library
users

3.2.1

Information provision

Students’ main need was to continue with online
teaching and learning on the available computers
and laptop stations in library spaces. Information
queries dropped even more in comparison with
2020, and we have to review Information Services’
way of supporting students in this new hybrid
environment.
The absence of undergraduate students on campus
had a huge impact on Information Services statistics.
The virtual Ask Us service must be aggressively
marketed to undergraduate students.
Undergraduate
students’
information-finding
behaviour is influenced by the way online learning is
conducted. Articles and other information sources
were uploaded on eFundi, rendering the critical
requirement of information literacy unnecessary.
2019

create guides on specific topics. LibGuides serves
as one of the main access points for electronic
resources, training activities and training manuals
of importance in the different subject fields. The
guides also serve as a tool to assist in integrating
library resources and services with the academic
curriculum.
The LibGuide for the NWU Harvard Referencing
tool was the most popular, with 150 749 views.
The Law LibGuide was visited 45 027 times, the
highest number for faculties, followed by Theology.
The Undergraduate Student Support LibGuide was
visited 28 320 times.

3.2.3

Interlibrary loans (ILL)

All ILL services across South Africa were temporarily
suspended due to the lockdown.
ILL received 1 290 requests to supply information
resources.
Requests Requests
from
cancelled
WorldCat		

Requests Requests Requests
filled
filled
unfilled
Books
Articles

1679

291

636

749

76

2020

1264

126

165

604

319

2021

1290

158

316

696

49

2019

2020

2021

15271

4521

4163

4th Year &
Postgraduate

9598

8095

6803

Borrower activities

Staff

5548

6050

6055

Notable is the fact that, since 2019, circulation
of articles or copies had increased for both lender
and borrower. The service operates smoothly and
efficiently. As courier services were affected by
the lockdown restrictions, there was a significant
decrease in circulation of books.

Undergraduate

It is interesting to note that the academic and
support staff made better use of information
services than in the past. As visitors and external
users could not enter the campus without special
arrangements, and at times not at all, their
numbers also dropped. The new authentication
system also made it difficult for external users to
access our services, and a lot of communication
and administration (time) went into supporting this
category of users.
Faculty librarians assist all library users with
information related to their subject area. They
refer research and data-related enquiries to the
Research Librarians.

3.2.2

LibGuides

LibGuides is a platform for Faculty Librarians to
provide subject-specific guidance to students, or to

Requests Requests
from
cancelled
WorldCat		

Requests Requests Requests
filled
filled
unfilled
Books
Articles

2019

4011

105

774

843

2264

2020

2728

63

263

726

1718

2021

3204

57

502

885

1803

Lender activities

3.2.4

Intercampus resource sharing

The intercampus service allows campuses to
share resources in pursuit of service delivery,
while identifying gaps in collections. The LIS print
collection is available to all students across the
campuses. Books can be requested across campuses
if not available in the library of a specific campus.
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Inter Campus
Resource Sharing
TOTAL

2019
3770

2020

2021

1031

2610

As lockdown restrictions were relaxed, there was
a significant increase in the circulation of books
between the NWU libraries. A total of 2610 books
were circulated among campuses in 2021; almost
twice the number circulated in 2020.

3.2.5

Book circulation

Understandably, book circulation numbers dropped
when users were unable to gain access to the
campuses. Renewal of books stayed almost the same,
as users could not return books for the same reason.
Check Out

2019

Total

82290

Self Check Out

2019

Total

13823

Renewals

2019

Total

31588

3.2.6

2020

2021

26493

25243

2020

2021

10120

8025

2020

2021

31070

28725

New LIS services

New services were introduced in 2020 during
lockdown to ensure continued service delivery
subject to Covid-19 protocols, and were continued
into 2021.
The drop boxes or book return boxes that were
introduced at the entrances of the campuses are
still in use. These boxes allowed patrons to safely
return books when their lending period had expired.
A curbside service was continued to enable
patrons without university access to request
printed material by prior online arrangement. The
requested material would then be delivered to the
patrons at a pre-identified location at the main gate
of the campus.

3.2.7

Use of student assistants

Forty student assistants were employed to assist
at branch libraries during working hours, and to
assist other campus libraries after hours and during
extended exam hours.

NWU Library and Information Service

3.3

Becoming a valued
partner in the academic
environment

3.3.1

Embedded librarianship

An approach of embedded
librarianship leads to stronger
connections between faculty and
the library
Embedded librarianship leads to stronger
connections between faculty and the library. Faculty
librarians play a crucial role in this approach by
being involved in the following activities:
• Regular attendance of faculty board, and school
and subject meetings. During meetings, faculty
librarians determine needs within the faculty
and share LIS information that pertains to the
faculty.
• Attendance of other meetings to collaborate
and communicate with other entities in order to
support students, academic and research staff
e.g. PCOSSS, CALASS, SCAS.
• Liaison with new lecturers and addition of
relevant library links to the academic staff
induction page on eFundi.
• Faculty librarians work with faculties to improve
the library collection and to order books;
lecturers ordered e-book versions of prescribed
textbooks. The Faculty librarians liaise with the
faculty to manage and monitor spending the
allocated book budget and to recommend other
sources.
• Lists of prescribed books were received and
distributed to all faculty librarians to provide
feedback on the availability of electronic books.
Some e-textbooks were made available by
publishers for a limited period during COVID-19.
Printed copies were still being ordered for the
study collection.
• Faculty librarians assisted academics with
prescribed material subject to the guidelines
from The Publishers’ Association of South Africa
(PASA) and the Dramatic, Artistic and Literary
Rights Organization (DALRO).
• Upon request, assistance was provided to
lecturers to make copies of books to be

Inform, Educate and Communicate

uploaded onto eFundi. The 10% or one-chapter
requirement applied; for any more than that,
the transactional license rule would apply. The
NWU’s Corporate and Information Governance
Services office assisted with the transactional
license application.

3.3.2

Reservation of study material

Students still rely on the printed prescribed books
with 12 896 books checked out in 2019 before the
pandemic. The statistics increased from 2020 (3
842) to 2021 (4 999), with more students allowed
on the campuses.
Reservations:
Check Out

2019

2020

2021

Total

12896

3842

4999
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4 Enable and Disseminate
It is imperative that knowledge produced at the university is shared or openly accessible
to the local and international communities. The LIS aims to strengthen the dissemination
of, and access to, university research for the benefit of society.  

4.1

Establishing a supportive
research infrastructure
and environment

4.1.1

DaYta Ya Rona (FigShare)

DaYta Ya Rona is the university’s
research data repository that
is used by the researcher
to store, curate, share, and
publish their research data.
The LIS has been promoting the benefits of research
data management and research data visibility to
its user community on various platforms. More
data literacy sessions are required to empower and
stimulate understanding among our researchers.
There was a total of 10766 item views and 3961
item downloads on the DaYta Ya Rona platform from
January to December 2021.

4.1.2

Research Data Management
Planning

The NWU DMPTool
was developed and
configured to help
researchers to write
and generate data management plans that meet
institutional and funder requirements. The tool
assists with creating a data management plan (DMP)
by providing questions related to a researcher’s
data and the research life cycle and giving him/
her tips for answering them. The NWU DMPTool
has the option to create multiple templates and to
help researchers with the requirements of specific
funders, departments or projects.

4.1.3

Boloka (Institutional Repository)

Items were mostly submitted to the Institutional
Repository when staff returned to the office.
From January to December 2021, a total of 2850
electronic theses and dissertations were submitted

NWU Library and Information Service

into the repository. The LIS works closely with the
Higher Degrees Administration office to ensure that
we receive all the ETDs on time, and track those
that are still embargoed.
Community

2021
8

Africana Books

114

Conference papers
Electronic Theses and Dissertations

2850
32

Inaugural Lectures

227

Journals

874

Research Output
Total New Submissions

4.1.4

4105

Digitisation Services

Easy access to high-quality
content is essential for
good research.
Since the beginning of 2021, the digitisation activities
focused on theses and dissertations in order to give
students, researchers and members of the public
expanded access to knowledge. To ensure long-term
availability and discoverability of NWU collection,
the digitizsed items are preserved, protected and
made accessible. From January to December 2021,
the LIS team digitised 1314 items; more than in 2020
(516), and consisting of more pages (170401) than
the work done in the past two years. Easy access to
high-quality content is essential for good research.

Enable and disseminate

Digitisation Services
January - November

2021			2020			2019
Items

Pages

Items

Pages

Items

Articles

308

957

269

949

442

1738

Books / Chapters

23

4423

36

1648

93

2325

165921

211

46347

105

0

0

0

8

Theses

983

Special Collections

0

Pages

17552
540

0

0

0

0

33

1314

TOTAL

1314

170401

516

48944

681

23409

4.1.5

Establishment of a Digital
Scholarship Centre

Africana Books

The LIS has started planning the establishment of a
Digital Scholarship Centre (DSC). The actual physical
work will be done in 2022. The goal of the DSC will
be to facilitate knowledge creation and transfer by
connecting people, data, and technology in a shared
collaborative space. While the project supports
teaching, learning and research goals, it leans more
on NWU’s goal number two – to strengthen research
and innovation with a strategic focus on impactful
globalisation, and goal six – the development and
implementation of a digital business strategy to
create a competitive advantage for the university
and ultimately unlock alternative revenue streams,
and the relevant enablers.

The pandemic offered us an
opportunity to reach students on
all campuses at once.

4.2
4.2.1

Promote and foster data
literacy
Advanced Data and Information
Literacy

The training done by Research Librarians focuses
mainly on research support, open research practice
and policies, the publishing landscape, and research
data management. Due to the pandemic, all faceto-face training was suspended for the foreseeable
future. However, the pandemic offered us an
opportunity to reach the students of all campuses
at once. Nevertheless, we hope to resume our faceto-face programmes as soon as it is safe to do so.

information sources and discovery tools as well
as to enhance research productivity. Booking was
facilitated by the online calendar on the Library
homepage. Furthermore, the Librarians also had
some one-on-one online consultations and trainings.
AnyDesk was used during individual consultations to
provide assistance.

It is imperative that
Open Science is taught
from junior level.
The number of 4th-year/honours, postgraduate
students and researchers who attended training
was 6518 in 2021 – considerably lower than in
2019 (6641) but higher than in 2020 (5849). It is
important to take note that the LIS has taken the
next step in supporting core research and scholarly
communication where 4th-year/honours students
may feel that they are not yet fully on the advanced
level. However, it is imperative that Open Science is
taught from the junior level.
Training presented
Patrons
4th Year/
Honours Events
4th Year/
Honours Attendance
Postgraduate
Students Events
Postgraduate
Students Attendance
Researchers Events
Researchers Attendance
Academic Staff Events
Academic Staff
Attendance
Total

2019

2020

2021

129

119

70

3149

2086

1176

124

126

125

2647

2544

2759

46

33

67

236

530

1581

66

16

32

244

395

708

6641

5849

6518

Numerous training programmes were presented to
assist researchers in the optimal use of the library’s
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4.3

Promoting open
scholarship

In a bid to promote openness of educational
resources and research outputs, and equity in
scholarly communication, the Director Open
Scholarship held meetings with the relevant
stakeholders in the university and participated in
relevant senate subcommittees.

4.3.1

by Prof Jako Olivier (UNESCO Chair on Multimodal
Learning and Open Educational Resources hosted at
the NWU) and was well attended by NWU staff and
external parties.

Open Access Policy

The NWU is committed to
disseminating the fruits of its
research and scholarship as
widely as possible.
To ensure compliance with general and Higher
Education sector-specific legislation, policies and
other regulatory frameworks and procedures, the
NWU developed an Open Access policy (which is still
to be approved by the Senate and the Council) and
practices to promote research sharing and visibility.
NWU is committed to disseminating the fruits of its
research and scholarship as widely as possible. The
draft Open Access Policy was presented to different
committees for contribution and recommendations,
and revised accordingly. The Open Access Survey
was sent out to all academic staff members on 4
May 2021. The findings shed light on researchers’
perceptions of open access.

4.3.2

LIS Open Access publication
support: Transformative
agreement

The University has a transitional agreement with
Cambridge University Press to enable unlimited
open access publication of research by NWUaffiliated authors in participating journals. NWU
researchers can now publish in open access journals
from Cambridge University Press at no cost.

4.3.3

LIS Webinar on research visibility

The Library and Information Service hosted a
successful webinar, titled Research Visibility: Driving
Open Access (with Open Research Data) without
violating the Copyright law, POPIA, and Code of
Ethics, on 12 May 2021. The webinar was facilitated

NWU Library and Information Service

A complete blog report of the webinar is available.

4.3.4

Strengthening Postgraduate
Supervision

LIS staff were involved in “Strengthening
Postgraduate
Supervision”
training
(online
accredited course) for emerging and advanced
supervisors. The LIS gave presentations and training
at four sessions in 2021.

4.4

Improving LIS reputation
and perception

4.4.1

Open Researcher and Contributor
ID (ORCID)

ORCID provides a persistent digital identifier that
distinguishes you from other researchers and
supports automated connections between you and
your research activities. For example, funding
organisations such as the National Research
Foundation (NRF) request an ORCID ID for grant
submissions, and publishers request authors’ ORCID
IDs during manuscript submissions.
Only active NWU members are reported by the
manuscript system, especially those who have

Enable and disseminate

authorised their ORCID with NWU manuscript
system. There are 2811 entries connected to the
manuscript system. Postgraduate students may
contact the research librarians for assistance with
ORCID and connection to the manuscript system.
Advanced information literacy trainings on ORCID
were conducted on a monthly basis to ensure that
researchers not only create a 16-digit ID, but are
able to ensure that their ORCID account is well
populated with their publications.
Entries connected to NWU Manuscript System
User category

2021

Students

1670

Staff

1109

External
Total

32
2811

NWU Manuscript System ORCID
Faculty

2021

Economic and Management Sciences

268

Education

140

Engineering

133

Health Sciences

348

Humanities

143

Law

144

Natural and Agricultural Sciences

428

Theology

66

The Faculties of Economic and Management
Sciences, Health Science, and Natural and
Agricultural Sciences are very well represented on
the ORCID Manuscript system. The other faculties
have a good presence.
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5 Encourage and Empower
The LIS is committed to providing employees with the opportunity to undergo appropriate
skills development and formal training to effectively fulfill the responsibilities of their
positions. In pursuit of this strategic area, the LIS is committed to ensuring that its
employees are well developed in order to expertly and diligently perform their duties.

5.1

Develop skills for the
digital environment

The development and
professionalisation of staff
requires constant attention
to keep them updated and
skilled.

An increased focus on outreach, innovation, and
information technology skills building enables the
library to better adapt to the needs of our clients.
LIS staff are a crucial asset in driving LIS services.
Staff had the opportunity to attend virtual training
sessions, webinars, workshops and conferences.

Department
Information Resources

Workshops

Attendees

ETDs and research output submission, LibKey service, LEAN library, Records

76

Management, social media webinar, WWIS training, eBook dilemma webinar, HIRA
training, Generic management training, ALMA & FOLIO demonstrations, WMS
demonstration, OCLC cataloguing meeting, WWIS, payment of invoices, SANLIC
conference, LIASA IGBIS webinar, WorldShare demonstration, SciFinder training.
Research and Open

Clarivate (create your perfect article), SA FigShare support group, DaYta Ya Rona,

Scholarship Services

Advanced EndNote, How to nail your literature review, EndNote20, InCites, Library

36

carpentry, iThenticate, Research Data Management
Information and

EILOL Project, Student success workshop, MS Word, Web of Science, WOS new

Learning Services

platform, PNet training, EBSCO ebooks, LIASA: going virtual with orientation,
NWU Referencing, Sabinet African journal training, EAP Managerial, Social media
and library marketing, LibCAL, Elsevier: challenges of predatory journals, records

96

5.2

management, OA webinar, ALMA, FOLIO, Cochrane library for SA, InCites, New EDS
platform, Journal alerts, POPIA, EndNote.

5.2

Attract, appoint and retain
staff with expert skills

Blog reports were posted of staff leaving the LIS
and of new appointments to make staff on all three
campuses aware of employee turnover. During 2021,
some senior positions could be filled:
• Dr Tiyani Mabunda was appointed as Director:
Open Scholarship (Feb 2021)
• Mr Ntobeko Sikhakhane was appointed as
Information Resources Manager (Jul 2021)

NWU Library and Information Service

• Mr Cecil Gasa was appointed as Library Systems
Manager (Nov 2021)
During 2021, six LIS staff members left the NWU and
14 positions could be filled.  
Ms Helena Brand from Information Resources retired
after 39 uninterrupted years of service.
A number of staff members are busy with their
professional degrees, mostly through UNISA. All
three research librarians from the ROSS Directorate
are busy with their master’s degrees.

Engage and Position

6 Engage and Position
The North-West University is committed to positioning itself as a unitary institution of
academic excellence with a commitment to social justice. In line with this, the Library
and Information Service is committed to remaining a valued and innovative partner in this
pursuit by providing user-focused library spaces and advancing a culture of continuous
improvement.

6.1

Position the LIS within
and outside the NWU
community

The emphasis of this strategic goal is to increase
visibility and institutional awareness of the library’s
achievements, value and impact.

6.1.1

Marketing material

After the development of the Academic staff guide
at the end of 2020, the guide was distributed in 2021
and prominently displayed on the LIS webpage. The
guide provides information relevant to the needs of
academic staff and focuses on information services,
research support and support in teaching and
learning.
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6.1.2

Video for undergraduates

A video to welcome first-year students and
introduce them to the NWU libraries was developed
in January 2021 as part of a virtual programme. This
was necessary due to COVID, as the students could
not visit the campuses and libraries as in the past.

6.1.3

Library calendar

Due to the uncertainty of the academic calendar
for 2021, it was decided not to print any calendars,

6.1.4

Blog reports

The library blog once again proved to be an
effective marketing and liaison tool. LIS news, staff
matters and activities were shared on the blog. As
the LIS staff on all three campuses are subscribed
to the blog, they are immediately informed of the
latest news.
The LIS blog also commemorated Youth Day and
celebrated Women’s Month, Gender Awareness, and
International Open Access Week. Amongst other,
feedback was given on the LIS Research visibility

NWU Library and Information Service

but to make it available in electronic format on
the LIS webpage. After consultation with the NWU
Corporate Communication Office at the end of
2021, it was decided to print the calendar after
all. The 2022 calendar was printed in A3 format
and was distributed to all three campuses. Faculty
librarians made use of this opportunity to liaise
with their faculties and distribute the calendars
at their Schools. Pictures of the newly renovated
undergraduate space in the library on the Mahikeng
campus were included in the calendar.

webinar, attendance of the SANLIC Conference,
International Symposium on Robotics and Artificial
Intelligence and The Talk: Circulation Services post
lockdown.

The library blog once again
proved to be an effective
marketing and liaison tool

Engage and Position

6.1.5

Reports on NWU News, Eish! and
LIASA-in-Touch

NWU News (9/3/2021)

News reports were published on several platforms. The
opening of the new Teaching and Learning Commons
and other new spaces in the library on the Mahikeng
Campus received substantial media attention:
Report on the Library blog:
LIASA-in-Touch September 2021

Eish! April 2021
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6.1.6

SANLIC Virtual Conference 2021

A number of LIS staff had the opportunity to attend
the virtual SANLIC Conference in August 2021. A
blogpost is available. As with real conferences,
universities and vendors had the opportunity to
exhibit – but in the form of a virtual stand. The LIS
took the opportunity to make our library visible and
create awareness of the International Conference
on Information Literacy (ICIL) to be hosted in 2022.
Much to our surprise, our exhibition was voted
number one by the organisers. The banner in the
stand linked to the ICIL 2022 webpage.

authors. The event was held at Mahikeng, and the
LIS assisted in the provision of visual material for
the design of a poster for the event.
The LIS arranged that the authors who attended
would donate three books to the library for
acquisition in the open collection. It was also
decided to establish a special collection, the
Archive of Greatness. The establishment of this
special collection will be taken forward in 2022.

The stand also provided room for brochures
targeting different user groups, and we added the
Undergraduate survival guide, Postgraduate support
guide and Academic staff guide.

6.1.7

Archive of Greatness (NWU
Alumni authors)

In November 2021, the LIS was approached by the
Office of the Vice-Chancellor for assistance in the
arrangement of an event to honour NWU alumni
PAGE 14
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NWU celebrates the works of non-academic authors

These are some of the books of non-academic writers that were on display during the event.

MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: The North-West University (NWU) vice-chancellor,
Prof Dan Kgwadi, held an event to recognise students, staff and alumni who have
authored non-academic works.
Facilitated by the executive director of the and also to support and assist them in their
Corporate Relations and Marketing division, trade. In short – fostering a community of art
Clement Manoko, the event forms part of the within art,” added Clement.
Prof Kgwadi said that universities must
NWU’s stakeholder engagement initiative.
During his welcoming address, Clement not operate in silos when they form part of
highlighted how art influences society by the ecosystem of a society.
changing opinions, instilling values, and
“I am encouraged by the young people
translating experiences across space and who seem to dream beyond their material
time. “Research has shown that art affects circumstances – they are leading the charge
the fundamental sense of self, and is often in being the difference they want to see in the
considered the repository of a society’s world. We need to be proud of all our staff,
collective memory. For this reason the students and alumni who excel in academic
NWU saw this as an opportunity to establish and non-academic spaces. Meeting our nonan open relationship with our authors, to academic writers over the past few months,
provide a platform for further interaction, I was really impressed with how young

19 NOVEMBER 2021

NWU vice-chancellor Prof Dan Kgwadi addresses
attendees.

some of them are. I kept asking myself how
they managed to submit assignments and
assessments and still find the time to write a
book,” said Prof Kgwadi.
Chief director for Library and Information
Service Dr Matthew Moyo, said their role
is to promote these writers through the
acquisition of their books, whether for
academic or recreational purposes.
“We want to serve as a national hub for
resources written in our official languages.
As such, we have already been acquiring
books and some copies have been deposited
in our special or rare book collection which
is used for research purposes,” added Dr
Moyo. Non-academic and self-published
author Siviwe Xhanti said having the support
of the NWU goes a long way.

Cautious optimism from
NWU Library and Information Service union over mini-Budget
MAFIKENG MAIL -MAHIKENG: SAPTU cautiously welcomed the further
investment in higher education announced by Minister Enoch Godongwana

wage disputes (also affecting SAPTU
members, especially those in the health
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6.1.8

Marketing Guidelines

The LIS Marketing Guidelines was updated, and
is available on the LIS webpage. Although the
NWU Corporate Relations and Marketing Office
implements the NWU Media Strategy and promotes
the visual presence of the university’s public
image, the LIS Marketing Guideline document
gives guidance in making the libraries, its services,
resources and facilities visible to internal and
external stakeholders.

6.1.9

6.2.2

LIS spaces and COVID-19

The pandemic heightened the need to focus on
occupational health and safety (OHS) management.
With the advent of COVID-19, most collaborative
learning spaces were reviewed and strict adherence
to COVID protocols such as social distancing,
wearing of facemasks, and hand sanitising were
implemented. Despite the challenges caused by the
pandemic, the LIS staff remained compliant with
COVID-19 protocols to ensure that the academic
year could go ahead without spreading the virus.

ICIL Conference 2022

After the first successful International Conference
on Information Literacy (ICIL) held by NorthWest University in 2019, the next conference was
planned for 2021. ICIL is the sister conference of
the European Conference on Information Literacy
(ECIL), and the arrangement was that the two
conferences would rotate and take place every
second year. However, because ECIL 2021 had to be
postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
ICIL had to move ahead to 2022.
A team started with discussions on the theme and
venue and an ICIL 2022 webpage was developed. It
was already decided that attendees would be able
to attend physically or virtually. Members confirmed
that a hybrid conference would suit prospective
attendees. The 2019 event taught us to include
other forms of literacy and accept presentations on
practice as well as theory.

6.2

Invest in transformational
spaces

6.2.1

The digital learning environment

It is necessary to continuously reimagine and
repurpose spaces in all libraries to adapt to the
changing learning environment and to ensure that
existing infrastructure was optimally utilised.
Library infrastructure plans do not factor in COVID-19
protocols and its impact on current and future
learning environments. Libraries need to respond to
the evolving needs of the hybrid university and must
review collaborative learning spaces.

The development and
professionalisation of staff
requires constant attention
to keep them updated and
skilled.
6.2.3

Celebration of new spaces at
Mahikeng

After an extremely difficult construction period
stretching over lockdown, the new Teaching and
Learning Commons in the library on the Mahikeng
Campus was unveiled in March 2021.
The LIS is grateful that the late Prof Marilyn
Setlalentoa, DVC: Community Engagement and
Mahikeng Campus Operations could attend the
event. In her address, Prof Marilyn confirmed that it
was the intention of the NWU to prepare its students
for life and the world of work. NWU students
have diverse social, cultural and educational
backgrounds, and the University acknowledges its
responsibility to provide students with an enabling
teaching and learning environment. The students of
the Mahikeng Campus have very specific needs, and
the new Teaching and Learning Commons responds
to them perfectly.
Dr Mathew Moyo, Chief Director of Library and
Information Services, mentioned that the project
had posed some challenges with the nationwide
lockdown starting just a few weeks before
completion of the project. He felt grateful that,
with the opening of the new Teaching and Learning
Commons on Mahikeng campus, the LIS had
completed a full circle, with similar facilities on
the Vanderbijlpark and Potchefstroom Campuses.
The full report is available on the library blog.
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New spaces at Mahikeng
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6.2.4

Education Library (Potchefstroom)

peer institutions: five were from national, and two
from international institutions. The Self Evaluation
Report, developed in 2020, and the Quality Manual
were key evidence documents for the PE panel.
The QM had to be updated to reflect the current
LIS structure and new processes necessitated by
COVID-19, such as the curbside pickup services and
drop boxes, as well as new tools used for virtual
reference services. The Quality Enhancement office
arranged for the design of the Peer Evaluation
Portfolio, which is also available on the LIS webpage.

The original handover date of the Education Library
for construction and renovation was September
2021 with April 2022 as the estimated date of
completion. However, the dates have changed
and the handover will only be on 28 January 2022,
with estimated time of completion August 2022.
The whole library will be a construction area, and
therefore books and staff will have to be relocated
to the Ferdinand Postma Library. The architectural
plans and project progress can be followed on the
LIS renovation page.

North-West University

Enhancement
EnsureQuality
Quality
Assurance
Private Bag X1290

It is essential to maintain
a culture of quality
www.nwu.ac.za
in all aspects of the LIS, to comply with quality
assurance standards, and to assist the NWU Quality
Enhancement Office in quality assurance activities
and initiatives.

6.3.1

LIS Peer Review

After months of preparation, the LIS took part in
a peer evaluation (PE) from 12 – 15 October 2021
as arranged by the NWU Quality Enhancement
Office. The panel consisted of library directors of

Portfolio: Peer Evaluation: Library Information Service (LIS) 11-15 October 2021

6.3

Although the complete panel report has not yet
been received, preliminary feedback and comments
on strategic planning issues are:
• The next five-year strategy until 2025 will have
to be more strictly aligned to institutional
strategies for Teaching & Learning (T&L)
excellence and impactful research, with a strong
focus on alignment with the digital business
strategy (DBS) and transformation.
• The DVC: T&L emphasised the need for the LIS
to have a clear strategy for Africanisation in line
with NWU strategy. Institutional partnerships in
Africa should be leveraged to this end.
• In addition to existing policies, there needs to
be a robust strategy and plan to deliver open
scholarship at NWU.

Portfolio

Peer Evaluation:
Library Information Service (LIS)

NWU
Mahikeng Campus Building A7, Room 102
Potchefstroom Campus Ferdinand Postma Library, Building E7, Room 111
Vanderbijlpark Campus - Building 13, Room 102
Date: 11-15 October 2021
File reference: 2.3.2.6_LIS
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The LIS took note of the areas requiring attention,
and this will be incorporated into the 2022 planning.

6.3.2

LibQUAL

Funds were set aside for LibQUAL in 2022. However,
after due consideration, it was decided that it may
be wiser to host an international conference (ICIL
2022) and LibQUAL in the 2nd semester. It was
finally decided that the LibQUAL survey would be
carried out in 2023, as the peer evaluation, NWU
Doctoral Self-review by the Quality Enhancement
Office, and the CHE’s Institutional Audit in 2022 all
dealt with quality.

6.3.3

6.3.5

Benchmarking action plan

A benchmarking action plan 2020/2021 was
developed based on the benchmarking exercises of
2019 and 2020, with indications of responsible staff,
actions to be taken and deadlines. There were no
budgetary implications yet, as most of the actions
to be implemented would be procedural or could
be done without any cost. Another library system
may be considered in the future, but comparison
and thorough investigation between the platforms
would be necessary beforehand.

6.3.6

LIS Annual Report 2020

Institutional Audit (IA)

A task team was responsible for the compilation of
the LIS Self-Evaluation Report (SER) and Portfolio of
Evidence (PoE) in the period October 2021 – April
2022. The NWU SER and PoE must reach the Council
of Higher Education (CHE) before 31 May 2022. The
site visit by the CHE audit panel would take place
on 22 – 26 August 2022.

6.3.4

QE Writing Retreat

The LIS was invited to give a presentation on 27
October 2021 at the Writing Retreat organised by
the Quality Enhancement Office. The Writing Retreat
took place from 25-27 Oct 2021 with the overarching
theme of Wearing a reflective practitioner’s hat!
The LIS shared the experiences associated with
the Self-Evaluation and Peer Evaluation process,
focusing on lessons learned; and encouraged support
departments who were next in line.

Library and
Information Service
ANNUAL REPORT 2020
The Annual Report for 2020 was completed in April
and is available on the LIS website. The year 2020
will go down in history as the year that brought the
whole world to a standstill, following the outbreak
of the Coronavirus in 2019.
Therefore, this report focused on the impact of the
pandemic on service delivery, and the innovative
ways in which the LIS staff and information world
adapted to challenges of the online environment.

NWU Library and Information Service

Engage and Position

6.3.7

Strategic planning session

The LIS conducted a strategic planning session
in November 2021, and developed an Annual
Operational Plan for 2022 with an LIS strategy and

NWU goals. Aligned strategies, guidelines, processes
and procedures relating to key responsibility areas
will ensure the effective and efficient LIS operations
and services across campuses.
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7 Trends in 2021

8 Conclusion

• Student and staff support switched from contact
conversations to online channels. Virtual training
and meetings via Zoom, Google Meet, Skype,
AnyDesk and MS Teams were the main means of
communication.
• Requests were made mainly via email, telephone
or Ask Us.
• There was a considerable amount of time and
money invested in acquiring e-resources for
online teaching and learning.
• Both print and ebooks (when available) were
ordered for the study collection.
• Undergraduates need computers and spaces to
attend virtual / hybrid classes.
• Researchers struggled to get access to original
sources in print with restricted interlibrary and
intercampus loans. Courier services were unable
to operate as usual. Extra efforts were made to
scan and email chapters within the limitations of
the copyright act.
• Innovative ways of ensuring access to print
material included curbside pickups, request
and pick-up by appointment, offsite book
collections, mobile delivery of print materials
and the delivery of books to staff via courier.
• Off-campus drop boxes were available for
materials to be returned while automatic book
renewals applied to materials in circulation.

Academic libraries are in a powerful space in 2021
to become critical players in institutional strategies
for embracing new, multimodal and vibrant ways of
teaching, learning and research. The developments
speak to the ability of academic libraries to balance
core traditional services against new services and
to allocate resources in response to new trends,
future needs, and alignment with institutional
priorities. This report has demonstrated the efforts
made by the LIS to support the Teaching-Learning
and Research activities of the University in the dual
modality adopted during lockdown. Major areas
highlighted in the report were the development
of the new LIS strategy, the completion of the T&L
Commons on the Campus in Mahikeng, the ongoing
strengthening of the LIS’ information resources, and
training activities, which mostly migrated to the
online modality. With the new LIS strategy in place,
the future looks bright and we are looking forward
to a successful 2022.

NWU Library and Information Service

Academic libraries are in a
powerful space to become
critical players in
institutional strategies.
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